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Summary '

;

Scope: ;

This annouaced inspec. tion involved inspection effort by the Resident Inspectors I

in the area of operational safety verification including control room
observations, operations performance, system lineups, radiation protection, ;

safeguards, and housekeeping inspections. Other areas inspected included i

maintenance observations, surveillance testing observations, review c'
previous inspection findings, follow-up of events, review of licensee >

identified items, and review of inspector follow-up items. ;

Results:-

Management. understanding of issues was generally apparent; conservatism was
generally exhibited; and, resolution of issues was usually timely.
Procedural adherence was generally adequate. Management of the surveillance
program appears to be effective and is considered a strength. In general, the '

areas of Operations, Maintenance, HP, Security and Surveillance were ader.mte
,

and fully capable of supporting current plant operations. *

Plant material conditions, housekeeping and most work control conditions were
especially good during the inspection period. This is attributed to

'

management initiative in inap1'ementing a new housekeeping and material
condition " ownership" prograrr..
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One event occurred on August 16, 1989, which resulted in a Notification of |
. Unusual Event. The event was initiated when the licensee determined that it '

| had fatted to perform an adequate TS surveillance on diesel generator fuel ;

L quality. Following the replacement of approximately 400 gallons of fuel and the !

j' completion of testing, the licensee exited the NOUE with no long term impact on !
! the operability of the EDG or effect on the health and safety of the public '

| (paragraph 9.a). The identification and resolution of this issue was
; effectively managed end was identified as a management strength. The event was

reported in a timely manner, however, son.e information provided to the NRC :Operations Center was lacking. This is the second example of an incomplete :50.72 report in the past two months (paragraph 9.a). i

i

i Several weaknesses were noted in the conduct of plant activities. These
involved: (1) management evaluation and resolution of not having procedures |r

L to implement Technical Specification action statements (paragraph 10);
P (2) incomplete implementation of the corrective action process for two '

in plant conditions (circuit board solder integrity, paragraph 2.f and key
control, paragraph 7); and (3) the elimination of the SI-I surveillance
requirement / surveillance instruction cross reference (paragraph 3), |

One violation was identified: !
, i

VIO 327,328/89-21-01, Failure to Implement Procedt.res (two examples),
,

paragraphs 2.f and 4.b.
!

One non-cited violation was identified: I

NCY 327,328/89-21-04, Failure to Report a Terminated Operator License,
paragraph 13. !

Two Inspector Followup Items were identified:,

,

'

IFI 327,328/89-21-03, ENS Telephone Report, paragraph 9.a. [

IFI 327,327/89-21-02, Ccatrolled Reassembly and Post Maintenance Tests, f
paragraph 4.b.

I,
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I REPORT DETAILS |,

i

!
1. Persons Contacted

i

Licensee Employees
;

,-

| *J. Bynum, Vice President, Nuclear Power Production
.

j #*J. L4P61nt, Site Director
t

i- #C. Vondra, Plant. Manager !
*T. Arney, Quality Assurance Manager |
*R. Beecken, Maintenance Superintendentt

| #*M. Durzynski, Site Licensing Staf f Manager
! #M. Cooper, Compliance Licensing Manager

,

L D. Craven, Plant Support Superintendent .|
S. Crowe, Site Quality Manager .;
R. Fortenberry, Technical Support Superintendent j
J. Holland Corrective Action Program Manager

*W.. Lagergren, Jr. , Operations Manager [M. Lorek, Operations Superintendent
R. Pierce, Mechanical Maintenance Group Supervisor

,

-

;- A. Ritter, Engineering Assurance Engineer '

R. Rogers, Supervisor Engineering Support Section i:

i M. Sullivan, Radiological Controls Superintendent
S. Spencer, Licensing Engineer

*C, Whittemore, Licensing Engineer

'NRC Employees

*L. J, Watson, Chief, Project Section 1

* Attended exit interview on September 18, 1989
# Attended exit interview on September 21, 1989

Acronyms and initialisms used in this report are listed in the last
paragraph.

2. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

a. Control Room Observations

The inspectors conducted discussions with cor trol room operators,
verified that proper control room staffing was maintained, verified
that access to the control room was properly controlled, and that
operator behavior was commensurate with the plant configuration and
plent' activities in progress, and with on going control room
operations. The operators were observed adhering to appropriate,
approved procedures, for the on going activities,

o
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The inspector also verified that the licensee was operating the plant
in a normal plant configuration as required by TS and when abnormal
conditions existed, that the operators were complying with the
appropriate LCO action statements. The inspector verified that leak |

,

rate calculations were performed and that leakage rates were within r
the TS limits. With respect to leakage rates the licensee determined '

and appropriately treated as TS identified leakage, leakage into the
radwaste system. !

:
'The inspectors observed instrumentation and recorder traces for

abnormalities and . verified the status of selected control room !

annunciators to ensure that controi room operators understood the !
status of the plant. Panel indications were reviewed for the nuclear ;

instruments, the emergency . power sources, the safety parameter
display system and the radiation monitors to ensure operability and !
operation within TS limits. The licensee has a large number of

!illuminated alarms in the plant that appear to be actual indications i

of plant conditions vice nuisance alarms. Plant management is aware {of these conditions and is tracking the issues,
j!

No violations or deviations were observed. [
t

b. Control Room Logs

The inspectors observed control room operations and reviewed .

applicable logs including the shift logs, operating orders, night
order book, clearance hold order book, and configuration log to {obtain information concerning operating trends and activities. The ;

TACF log was reviewed to verify that the use of jumpers and lifted |
1eads causing equipment to be inoperable , .s clearly noted and [
understood. The licensee is actively pur :aing correction to r

conditions requiring TACFs. The following a:tivities were reviewed:
.

r

HD 1-89-347, 1-HS-62-101A, C Charging Pueo .

,

CO 1-89-132, Alternate Supply to the 6.9KV Shutdown Board 1B-8. '!
This caution order is supported by CAQR 880U3 and has a PORC I
approved long term resolution. j

)Plant chemistry reports were reviewed to confirm sttam enerator tube
integrity in the secondary and to verify that primar v p ant chemistry .

was within TS limits. i

No violations or deviations were observed.

c. ECCS System Alignment i

The inspectors walked down accessible portions of the following
safety-related systems on Units 1 and 2 to verify operability, flow
path, heat sink, water supply, power supply, and proper valve and
breaker alignment:

>
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L Unit 1 and 2 Motor Driven AfW pump

L Unit I and 2 High Pressure Safety Injection system |

|' In addition, the inspectors verified that a selected portion of the
.

; containment isolation lineup was correct. !
! i

[ No deviations or violations were identified. ,

[ d. Plant Tours !
L ;

Tours of the diesel generator, auxiliary, control, and turbine i
!- buildings, and exterior areas were conducted to observe plant [
| equipment conditions, potential fire hazards, control of ignition

sources, fluid leaks, excessive vibrations, missile hazards and plant ;
,
' housekeeping and cleanliness conditions. Th9 plant was observed to

be clean and in adequate condition. The in;pectors verifieo that
.

maintenance wo.k orders had been submitted as required and that '
,

followp activities and prioritization of work was accomplished by
'the licensee. Plant material conditions, housekeeping and mort work

control conditions were noted as being especially good during the ;

inspection period. Management attention and influence in these areas !
during the inspection period has resulted in reduced clutter, more i
orderly work-in progress areas, and fewer contaminated areas i

throughout the plant.
|

The inspector visually inspected the major components for leakage, I

proper lubrication, cooling water supply, and any general condition i
that might prevent fulfilling their functional requirements. The ;

number of minor housekeeping and maintenance items is increasing. '

These include such items as small leaks, tagging, chipped paint, etc.
,

However, the licensee has resurfaced the floor on the 690 level of i
the auxiliary building resulting in a marked improvement. The *

licensee has implemented a new housekeeping and material condition |
"own6rship" program. The responsibility for the material readiness
of most auxiliary building spaces is being assigned to Operations, j

The inspector observed shift turnovers and determined that necessary [
information concerning the plant systems status was addressed. ;

No violations or deviations were observed. |
e. Safeguards Inspection

In the course of the monthly activities, the inspectors included a
review of the licensee's physic.a1 security program. The performance '

of various shifts of the security force was observed in the conduct
of daily activities including: protected and vital area access ;

controls; searching of personnel and packages; escorting of visitors;
badge issuance and retrieval; and patrols and compensatory posts,

l
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In addition, the inspectors observed protected area lighting, and
protected and vital area barrier integrity. The inspectors verified

|interfaces between the security organization and both operations and i
L

maintenance. Specifically, the Resident Inspectors: ;

; (1) interviewed individuals with security concerns !
L (2) visited central and secondary alarm station !

j (3) verified protection of Safeguards Information |'

L (4) verified onsite/offsite communication capabilities'

;

i No violations or deviations were identified,
i ;

| f.- Conditions Adverse to Quality
'

The insp'ectors reviewed selected items to determine that the
licensee s problem identification system as defined in AI-12,

I Corrective Action, was functioning. CAQR's were routinely reviewed
I for adequacy in addressing a problem or event. Additionally a sample

of the following documents were reviewed for adequate handing:

(1) Work Requests
(2) Potential Reportable Occurrences

' (3) Radiological Incident Reports
(4) Problem Reporting Documents
(5) Correct-on-the-Spot Documentsi

(6) Licensee Event Reports
L (7) CAQRs
L

CAQR SQP 890244, Configuration Control for WR B283063

The inspector reviewed the corrective actions associated with this
CAQR as implemented in WP M/60401 and M/60501. These WP's
accomplished the replacement of CLA level instrumentation in Units 1
and 2 respectively. Some of the actual work performance was
accomplished using a planned WR,

CAQR 890244 identified that standards established iii G-38, Cables,
and implemented in M&AI-7, Cable Terminations, were not being
implemented in the field when work was accomplished under WR and
other circumstances. Corrective action identified in CAQR SQP890244
was to require an "in process" or "in progress" (note: these two
terms are used interchangeebly in the licensee's documentation) QC
inspection of the soldering activities that took place, and a QC hold
point was added to the WR packages. The CAQR corrective action stated'

that maintenance planning would put in process QC inspection hold
points into work request planning instructions for soldering of
devices on printed circuits boards,. In addition the CAQR corrective
action stated that QC will sign off on the WR packages as discussed
in a memorandum (Boles / list) dated May 19, 1989. This memorandum

e
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states that effective immediately all work requests planned that may !
require soldering of printec circuit board components on critical

f structures, systems, and components equipment will include the ;

following "in process" QC holdpoint: "The solder joints of soldered
,

components replaced o'n this WR have been in process visually
inspected to be clean, have a smooth, bright appearance free ofn

chalky, gritty or irregular surfaces, and are free of excess solder
[ and resin."

;
I
L; The inspector interviewed two QC inspectors who had released hold
; points associated with the CLA level transmitter WP referenced above.
, The two inspectors stated that this QC hold point was routinely :
L released for WR work without any "in-process" inspection, and that

there was no QC observation of work activities because the inspector
.! was routinely called to release the hold point after the soldering |
; activities were complete. '

10 CFR 50. Appendix B, Criterion V, states that activities affecting 3

quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures,
or drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be |

,

accomplished in accordance with these instructions procedures, or !

drawings. The above stated CAQR identified a nonconforming activity !
and identified corrective actions 1 through 4. One of the correctit.e [
actions was to include an "in process" QC inspection in each WP !
involving soldering activities. !

Contrary to the above, the licensee failed to implement the ,

"in process" inspections for some of the work activities accomplished '

under Work Plans M/60401 and M/60501. This is example 1 of violation
327,328/89-21-01, failure to Implement Procedures.

Following a discussion with the licensee, a use-as-is justification
for continued operations was generated to support the operability of :the CLA level indication. This use-as-is justification was '!
documented in CAQR SQP 890464, revision 1. i

In addition, several WR activities have taken place since the ;

original referenced CAQR was written. The inspector reviewed a ;

sample of these activities. They included- :

!

WR B252416, BIT Heat Trace on Valve 1-63-39 ;
WR B769320, 1-TM-68-44 i
WR B790848, 0-RM-90-101 ~

WR B762464, 0-RM-90-122
WR 8215645, 1-LT-063
WR B762454, 2-RM-90-112C

,

Revision 1 of SQP 890464 did not specifically address non-CLA work
activities. This was discussed with the Sequoyah Licensing Manager
on August 28, 1989. A subsequent revision to SQP 890464 was
generated to cover non-CLA use-as-is components.

.
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F Besides the failure to follow plant procedurei, this issue had''

i

several aspects which were discussed with plant management at the
exit for this inspection period. These aspectb included; that NRC,

,

involvement was necessary to obtain adequate and complete resolution !

! of a CAQR; management involvement and understanding of the corrective !
actions involved in the original CAQR were different between
Maintenance and Quality Assurance; and the integrity of QA documents |

F and activities for these specific activities was compromised. These ,

are considered weaknesses in management control of plant activities. !
'

t
,

With the exception of the CAQR discussed above, each of the items )

reviewed was found to have been identified by the licensee with ,

immediate corrective action in place. For those issues that required '

long term corrective action the licensee was making adequate i

progress. j
No definite trends were identified in the operational safety verification

,

area. Weaknesses and strengths were identified in general plant |

conditions. Weaknesses were identified in manageraent understanding and iimplementation of ' plant CAQR activities. The number of control room
maintenance and modification items appears to be relatively stable but
several alarmed annunciators indicate real plant conditions. Theme
conditions are being monitored and do not appear to present immediate
safety issues. Although radiation protection and security are adequate to
continue two unit operations, one minor HP weakness was identified in
paragraph 4.b of this report.

3. Surveillance Observations and Review (61726)

Licensee activities were directly observed / reviewed to ascertain that
surveillance of safety-related systems and components was being conducted
in accordance with TS requirements.

The inspectors verified that: testing was performed in accordance with
adequat1 procedures; test instrumentation was calibrated; LCOs were met;
test results met acceptance criteria and were reviewed by personnel other
than the individual directing the test; deficiencies were identified, as
appropriate, and any deficiencies identified during the testing were
properly reviewed and resolved by management personnel; and system
restoration was adequate. For completed tests, the inspector verified
that testing frequencies were met and tests were performed by qualified
individuals.

The following activities were observed / reviewed with no deficiencies
identified except as noted:

SI-276, Auxiliary feedwater Automatic Control Valves Operability
SI-298.2, Calibration and Functional Test of Condensate Storage Tank

Suction Header Pressure Switches to Auxiliary Feedwater System
501-55-1MS-XA-55-58, Annunciator Response Unit 1

,

i
.
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SI-126. Hot Channel Factor Determination
TI-36. Incore, Excore Calibration

|
Positive trends were identified in the area of surveillance performance '

during this inspection period. Test directors were knowledgeable of their
activities and ensured that those activities were well controlled

,iincluding possible impact on the two cperating units. The area of
surveillance scheduling and management was observed to be adequate. The
SI program manager did however, remove a very useful cross reference from !
SI-1, Surveillance Program. This cross reference was used and relied upon i

by the 505. The replacement for this cross reference was a document that :
was available in the Technical Information Center, but was not a I

convenient reference for the operating shift. The decision to remove this
reference had a negative impact on the administrative burden of the SOS
and did not indicate strong support of Operations. In other areas the !
management of the TS SI program appears to have progressed from a !
reactive type process to a routinely scheduled plant operation support
activity.

4. Monthly Maintenance Observations and Review (62703)

Station maintenance activities on safety-related systems and components
were observed / reviewed to ascertain that they were conducted in accordance '

with approved procedures, regulatory guides, industry codes and standards,
and in conformance with TS.

The following items were considered during this review: LCOs were met |
while components or systems were removed from service; redundant
components were operable; approvals were obtained prior to initiating the
work; activities were accomplished using approved procedures and were
inspected as applicable; procedures used were adequate to control the
activity; troubleshooting activities were controlled and the repair
records accurately reflected the activitier; functional testing and/or *

calibrations were performed prior to returning components or systems to
service; QC records were maintained; activities were accomplished by
qualified personnel; partr. and materials used were properly certified;
radiological controls were fmplemented; QC hold points were established
where required and were observed; fire prevention controls were
implemented; outside contractor force activities were controlled in
accordance with the approved QA program; and housekeeping was actively
pursued,

a. The following work requests were reviewed: |

WR 8277507 and 8790396, Unit 1 Regenerative Heat Exchanger Letdown
Isolation Valve C and Valve A respectively

These two WR activities indicate a problem with the ability of
Unit I to effectively isolate letdown flow under certain
conditions. No TS action statements are affected.

|
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WR B769695, Steam Generator Blowdown Control

This WR activity indicates that there is a problem with the
ability of Unit I to control certain modes of steam generator
blowdown activities. No TS action statements are affected.<

|

L WR B252195, Radiation Recorder 90-112, Containment Building Upper
Compartment Radiation Monitor

Fi This WR activity was well performed. Recorder drif t was
' eliminated and the recorder rescaled. The craf tsman was

b-
knowledgeable about the activity and was able to answer detailed
questions on vendor drawing E-1,2-X001648.

WR 252487, Local DG 2BB Bearing Temperature Recorder
o
"

This WR activity indicates that there is a problem with the ,

ability of both units to determine DG 2BB bearing temperature
without operator compensatory action. This action is outlined
in an operator aid that the local bearing temperature recorder
should be turned on when the DG starts. No TS action statements

; are affected.
'

WR 772275, 2A-A DG Governor Actuator Difference

This WR activity indicates that there is a problem with the I

ability of both units to initially determine load imbalance
between the two diesels on the 2A-A DG. Gross load imbalance is
indicated by a second alarm circuit. Load imbalance between the
two diesels could result in increased wear, limitations on
electrical load capability or in the worst case, equipment ;

failure.
,

b. Boric Acid Evaporator / Transfer System and CVCS

Work activities conducted under WR 8794653, Repair of valve
1-VLV-62-946, were inspected. Valve 62-946 is a manual valve
associated with the Boric Acid Evaporator / Transfer system and the
CVCS. This valve performs the function of directing several
recirculation paths and is a normally open valve. It has no
automatic functions. During this inspection the following documents >

were reviewed: ,

H0 1-89-531, Boric Acid Evaporator
[ RWP 469, Boric Acid Evaporator

SQA 205, Contamination Control
,

MI 11.7.1, Hand Operated Grinnel or Saunders Type Diaphragm i

Valve
SQM 66, Post Maintenance Testing

.

The following issues were identified during this work activity:

:
t
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(1) When the system was initially breached on August 14, 1989, a
'

; high airborne activity condition resulted. Health physics was
contacted and the system was resecured. However, the system was
breached a second time on August 14, 1989 without prior

L development of an enclosure (tent) and resulted in a second
b airborne activity condition. The second time the system was
| breached, HP had placed a moderate flowrate HEPA filter suction t

L above the valve. Following the second airborne activity '

condition, work was halted by the Health Physics organization
,

and a request for a replanned WR was made on August 16, 1989.
7This sequence of activities was discussed with the Maintenance
'Superintendent and the HP Superintendent on August 21, 1989.

t They stated that they were aware of the airborne conditions and,
that both times the system was breached, HP was involved.

,

They also stated that for this type system it was standard ;

industry practice and TVA practice to use an air filter to
'

~i
support system breaches. No regulatory limits were exceeded in
this case, however, use of an air filter in system breaches
where high airborne activity is under review by a Region II HP
Inspector and will be discussed in Inspection Report 327,
328/89-24.

| (2) While reviewing MI 11.7.1 the inspector determined that certain
activities indicated in steps 6.2.1 parts (3) through (6) were
indicated as complete. Upon examination of the system it was
determined that these steps could not have been performed
because the valve bonnet was still in place on the valve and the i

subject steps involved the disassembly of the valve internals.
This was discussed with the Maintenance Superintendent on
August 21, 1989, and he immediately took corrective action which
included the issuance of a CAQR.

10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V states that activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented

'instructions, procedures, or drawing, of a type appropriate ^o
the circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance w i

,

these instructions. WR B794653 and MI 11.7.1 established the
procedure for the repair of valve 62-946.

Contrary to the above, steps 6.2.1 parts (3) through (6) were
not implemented as indicated on the control document. This is
example 2 of violation 327,328/89-21-01, Failure to follow
Procedure.

This is not an isolated event of personnel error. The root
cause of this violation appears to be a practice of leaving work
documents outside of contaminatea areas. This practice has been
discussed with the licensee on previous occasions and was
discussed at the exit for this inspection.

1
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'(3) This work activity did not require either independent
verification or QC hold points and relied only on the skill of
the craf t and a post maintenance test tu indicate the
operability of the valve. The PMT stated that the operator was

,

to verify no external leaks. The PMT did not determine whether '

or not the valve was assembled correctly or could perform its I
intended functien. However, a portion of the maintenance
practice did require the technician to manipulate the valve. '

.

'The licensee har several procedures that control post
maintenance test ing, independent verification, configuration !

control, and QC hold points. The inspector will review this
maintenance actisity and other maintenance activities to
determine if these practices are being consistently implemented. -

This is IFI 327,328/89-21-02, Controlled Reassembly and Post
Maintenance Testing Activities. j

c. Unit 2, #3 RCP Motor Stator Alarm !

Unit 1, #3 RCP #1 Seal Leakoff Value
;

During several control room tours the inspector noted that the Unit |
'

2, #3 RCP Motor Stator Alarm was in the alarmed condition and that '

the Unit 1, #3 RCP #1 Seal Leakoff flow was high. When questioned ,

the operators were knowledgeable about the equipment condition and ,

the response required by Annunciator Response Procedure. However,
'

the plant conditions had existed for an extended period of time and
no indication of ongoing plant maintenance activity was apparent.. ;

Plant activities appeared to be limited to observation by the '

Operations Department. This was discussed with the Maintenance
Superintendent on August 21, 1989. He stated that there had been
technical dispositions of these issues and provided the inspector
with the following licensee documents on a later date:

CAQR 890376, Westinghouse RCP Operating Values

This CAQR determined that a single case of c.xcessive seal i

leakoff had occurred and that the measured long term leakoff
,

(4.8 gpm) was within the Westinghouse operating band of 1.0 to '

5.0 gpm. It should be noted that leakage peaked at 5.5 gpm and
then receded to its long term value. *

Westinghouse Memo (Salnick/Mathieson) dated August 22, 1989 -
"

file IPM-1039-890822-081240729
'

This memo stated that based on actual operating experience at
the Sequoyah site, operating abcve 225 degrees and below 302
degrees was acceptable. During the periods that the inspector
reviewed this pump parameter the ten.peratures were within this -

band.

| The inspector had no further questions.

|
|
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; One violation and no deviations were identified in the area of j

Maintenance.
'L

'
!

5. Management Activities in Support of Plant Operations (71707) ;

i.TVA management activities were reviewed on a daily basis by the NRC
! inspectors. Resident Inspectors observed that planning, scheduling, work !

control and other management meetings were effective in controlling plant |
activities. First line supervisors involved in those activities appeared !

to be knowledgeable 'and in control of the day to day activities of the [' plant. Management response to those plant activities and events that ;
occurred during this inspection period was usually appropriate, however, ;

exceptions were noted. Some issues were responded to in a timely and r

effective manner (e.g. , the resolution of diesel generator fuel quality :
,

questions described in paragraph 9a of this report) and others were weak !
'

(e.g., elimination of the Surveillance Instruction / Surveillance |
Requirement cross-reference, paragraph 3). i

- 6. Site Quality Assurance Activities in Support of Operations (71707)

The ' inspector discussed QA involvement in plant activities with the [

| Sequoyah Quality Surveillance Manager. He stated that the Plant '

ic Manager was continuing to notify QA of plant events. The inspector
discussed recent events and determined that QA was knowledgeable about ;

plant conditions and that it was selectively participating in incident i
investigations.

The following QA surveillances were reviewed: ;

;

QSQ-M-89-922,50.59 Review
QSQ-M-89-916, 50.59 Review
QSQ-M-89-901, PASS ,

QSQ-M-89-906, Design Input |

QSQ-M-89-900, Fuse Control
QSQ-H-89-862, Welding !

QSQ-M-89-838, Preventive Maintenance

The licensee continues to have an aggressive surveillance program and is |
knowledgeable about normal plant operations. Surveillances QSQ-M-89-922,
916, and 838 generated CAQRs SQQ-89-0462, 0461, and 0440 respectively. ,

The inspector's general impression of the findings, including those that !

generated the CAQRs, was that the issues were relatively minor and did not
have much technical impact.

7. NRC Inspector Follow-up Items, Unresolved Items, Violations (92701, 92702) |

(Closed) VIO 327,328/88-40-01, Failure to follow AI-47 Requirements.

This violation was issued as a result of licensee personnel failing to
follow the requirements of AI-47, Conduct of Testing. This failure
resulted in an inadvertent tripping of a reactor trip breaker on Unit 1.

|
'
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The plant was shut down in Mode 5 with all rods inserted when the trip
signal was initiated, therefore an actual reactor trip did not occur. The
test director in charge of performing SI-94.4, Reactor Trip / Engineering
Safety feature / Accident Monitoring Instrument Steam Generator Level
Channel Calibrations, did not reverify plant conditions prior to resuming

i an interrupted test on 3G 1evel instruments. Plant conditions had been
altered between the time the test had been stopped and resumption of the
test. The time involved was approximately 30 days between theg

R interruption of the test and its reinitiation. Plant conditions had been
f altered for other tests during that time, and the A train trip breaker was
| in the closed position. As a result, reactor trip logic was made up when

instrument technicians began sense line backfilling.
I 80th instrument personnel and test directors were retrained, and
i procedures were revised to tighten test control and configuration
j requirements. Corrective actions for this violation are adequate.

VIO 327,328/88-40-01 is closed.

!' (0 pen) URI 327,328/89-19-08, Procedures for TS Action Statements.
,

,

This URI is discussed in paragraph 10 of this report. ;
*

(Closed) VIO 327,328/88-07-01, Commercial Grade Repair Parts ;
,

1

This violation addressed the licensee's failure to take adequate
corrective sction to correct deficiencies in the area of the procurement ,

of safety related equipment. The deficiencies had been previously
,

identified by the TVA NSRS and the NRC. The inspector reviewed the ;,

licensee's corrective actions, as stated in TVA letter (NRC/Gridley) datedL
August 8,1988. NRC letter (Richardson / White) dated November 16, 1988, |

determined that the corrective actions for the violation were acceptable. !
! Closure of this violation is limited to the measurement issue and is not i

an acceptance of the implamentation of the Commercial Component Upgrade
,

program. The aforementioned NRC letter states that reservations exist '

concerning licensee inspections and inspection documentation for ensuring
,

that commercial grade parts are adequately dedicated for use in safety '

related systems. Program adequacy was addressed in the Sequoyah Unit 1
and Unit 2 restart SERs contained in NUREG 1232.

Violation 327,328/88-07-01 is closed. '

.

| (Closed) IFI 327,328/88-07-02, Receipt Inspection
,

This IFI was related to violation 327,328/88-07-01 and was found to be
adequately addressed by the licensee in NRC letter (Richardson / White)
dated April 13, 1988.

! IFI 327,328/88-07-01 is closed.
1

(0 pen) URI 327,328/89-19-02, Key Control
,
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During observation of the work associated with the unit 1 MG sett
described in paragraph 4, the inspector noted the use of an appareatly' uncontrolled key to the rod control cabinets. The A505 in charge had |brought the wrong set of keys to the MG set room. When the instrument d

maintenance technicians arrived they had a key to this cabinet on their
personal key ring. Certain cabinet door keys are controlled by the key '

,

log program and only the SOS can authorize the use of such keys. While!

the licensee's control process allows issuance of keys on a permanent
canis to certain individuals, the inspector was not able to ascertain the
.tetails of the issue prior to closure of the previous report period.

,

! The licensee issued CAQR SQN890465 to address the problem with the
uncontrolled key. As an initial corrective action not associated with
the CAQR, the licensee directed instrument technicians to return any keys

i that were in their possession. This key return effort resulted in many
keys being returned. However, the root cause and generic applicability of
the CAQR have determined the original observation discussed above to be an,

'

isoitted instance. Following discussions with the inspector about the
number of keys being turned in, the CAQR was revised to broaden its scope
to more than just the one instance originally identified by the inspector.
This is a second example of a weakness identified in the corrective action
process during this inspection period.

URI 327,328/89-19-02 remains open to review licensee corrective actions.

(Closed) URI 327,328/89-19-09 Diesel Fuel Oil Tank Level Calculations

This URI was written to address the issue of whether or not the TS
required amount of diesel generator fuel (62,000 gallons) was adequate to
operate the diesel generators for a period of seven days. The licensee
performed calculation B87 890810 003 and determined that with a continuous
loading of 4400 KW and a two hour load of 4840 KW that the fuel necessary
to support seven days of operations was approximately 57,000 gallons.

URI 327,328/89-19-09 is closed.

(Closed) URI 327,328/89-19-03, Auxiliary Building Airborne Conditions

The inspector reviewed and closed LERs 327/88-028 and 327/88-031 in IR
327,328/89-19. Both LERs were written to describe the failure to provide
TS fire watch activities as a result of airborne conditions. The
reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.73 were met with respect to the fire
watch activity. However, neither LER addressed the root cause of the
airborne activities. This URI was opened to review the plant activities
that led to the airborne conditions and to determine if the control of
maintenance or operations activities was weak.

j lhe inspector discussed the two events with licensee representatives and
operators and determined that in each case the operators were aware of the

j plant configuration. In addition, the airborne activity was not expected
|

t

-
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because of the power history of the plant. Finally, it was determined
that the impact on plant personnel and equipment from the airborne
conditions was minimal. During this review the inspector discovered a |

t

technical error in LER 327/88-028, which the licensee has committed to |
,

, change by LER revision.
|,

h URI 327,328/89-19-03 is closed.
,

p

(Closed) IFI 327,328/89-19-06 ENS Report
,

| Discussion of this item is contained in' paragraph 9a. [
l

L 8. Licensee Event Report followup (92700) i

t

UNIT 1
;

c (Closed) LER 327/88-035, Auxiliary Building Isolation

This LER addresses an auxiliary building isolation that occurred as a
result of an electrician bumping a circuit breaker near where he was
working.' The plant response to this event and corrective actions appeared
to be adequate,

j This LER is closed.
,

-(Closed) LER 327/88-037, Unplanned Reactor Trip Signal Due to Simulated
S/G Water Level Low-Low Condition During Performance of Surveillance ;

Instruction

This LER addressed the issues identified in VIO 327,328/88-40-01 which is i

discussed and closed in'this report. The inspector reviewed the LER and
determined that all requirements were met regarding LER issuance, content,
format, and accuracy. The corrective actions are described in the closure
statement for VIO 327,328/88-40-01. '

This LER is closed. '

(Closed) LER 327/88-039, Reactor Trip Signal

This LER addresses a reactor trip signal that occurred as a result of a
failure to f ollow Standar1 Practice SQ0-36, Control and Use of Portable '

' Radio Equipment. The lic-insee's corrective actions which include more !
stringent control over the use and issue of portable radios appears to be ;

| adequate.

This LER is closed.
1

i

>
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| (Clos'ed) LER 327/88-045, Reactor Trip

This LER addresses a reactor trip that resulted from the main turbine
trip. The main turbine trip was caused by the actc9 tion of the main
generator pr;tective i N % neutral overvoltage. The main generator
protective relay monitor. secondary voltage of the generator neutrali, .

transformer and actuates when neutral voltage exceeds a setpoint of ten
volts over a period of one second. This voltage condition indicates a

,

phase-to ground fault on the generator. Subsequently, a phase-to ground ;

fault internal . to the generator C phase stator coil T-17 was identified.
The licensee's corrective action included repair of the ground and

.transfer of the T-17 :"i' to the vender for analysis. The licensee's '

immediate anu long term cor, .ctive actions for the stator problem appear
}to be adequate. iIhe resi ting reactor cooldown is addressed as a separate '

violation, VIO 327,32Si & 55-01.
t

This LER is closed.

(0 pen) LER 327/88-046, Containment Ventilation Isolation i

This LER addresses a containment ventilation isolation that resulted from
surveillance activities. Performance of the surveillance activities
' involved the use of portable test equipment with chassis ground straps.
When used during the performance of these surveillance activities the
portable equipment caused a ground to result on the power supply to
radiation ronitor 1-RM-90-106. This radiation monitor initiated the
containment ventilation isolation.

' As a result of this issue the inspector determined that this problem had
occurred previously. It was determined that the licensee had had several

.'
previous similar occurrences, one of which was reported in LER 327/85-023.
This LER was closed in error in NRC inspection report 327,328/85-35. LER
327/85-023 states that t.) order to prevent recurrence of the cause of the
ABI that DNE will perform a study to determine if retaining clips are
necessary to prevent personnel f rom bumping the molded plugs. However, the
study DNE completed appears to be a review to determine the seismic
adequacy of the plugs. As a result LER 327/85-023 will be reopened in
ord~ to evaluate adequate corrective action.

This utR is open. In addition, LER 327/85-023 is reopened.

Unit 2<

(Closed) LER 328/88-016, Pressurizer Code Safety Valves Lift Settings Out
of Technical Specification Limits Due to Two Different Testing Methods

'Used for-Establishing Setpoints

This LER describes the discovery of out of limit setpoints of the three -

code safety valves for the Unit 2 pressurizer during plant startup in
April 1988. While attempting to verify the safety valves' settings by
using an in service test devised by Trevi Corporation, all three valves

.
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indicated lift settings above the TS limits. Each valve's setpoint was
:n adjusted and subsequently tested satisfactorily. Unit 2 wat later

shutdown to repair a SG tube leak, without having been operated in Mode 1. '

While the unit was shutdown, plant management decided to take theq.
precaution of removing the safety valves and having them retested at Wy)ie i

labs to verify setpoint and operability. The bench ter. ting at Wylie labs
indicated that the valves were lifting at pressures below the TS limits.
After the valves were reset per the bench test, they were reinstalled.

.

The licensee has determined thnt the difference in results between the two '
,,

test methods was primarily d:' to minor variations in data collection
,

methods and test terminologies. For instance, one test defined the lift
point determinant as the point at wnich the valve unseating begins while
the other uses a point between valve unseating and full lift. Corrective
actions 'for this LER included a connitment to use consistent methods in
the future to verify safety valve settings, end procedural changes in
handling and oversight of the contracts issued for tests. -

This LER is closed. .

9. Event Follow-up (93702)

a. On August 16,1989 at 11:09 a.m. Sequoyah declared an Unusual Event
after all four diesel generators were administrative 1y declared
inoperable due to problems in obtaining thoroughly mixed surveillance
samples of the EDG fuel oil in the seven day tanks.

.

Surveillance requirement 4.8.1.1.2.c requires the licensee to
demonstrate that the EDGs are operable at least once per 92 days and
prior to addition of new fuel oil to the 7-day tanks by verifying
that a sample obtained in accordance with ASTM-D270-1975 has a water
and sediment content of less than or equal to 0.05 volume percent and
a kinematic viscosity @ 100 degrees F of greater than.or equal to 1.8
but less than or equal to 5.8 centistokes when tested in accordance

,

with ASTM-0975-77, and an impurity level of less than 2 mg of
insolubles per 100 m1 when tested in accordance with ASTM-D2274-70.

The licensee determined, at 11:09 a.m. on August 15, 1989, that
recirculation if the EDG 7-day fuel oil tanks did not thoroughly mix
all of the se uents of the tanks. Therefore, the samples being drawn
were not rer resentative of the entire tank contents, ar.d the
technical s ccifications described above were not being met. Thee
licensee utilized surveillance requirement 4.0.3 which allows that "

the action requirements of an LC0 may be delayed for up to 24 hours
to permit the completion of the surveillance when allowable outage
time limits of the action requirements are less than 24 hours.

Fuel oil grab samples were taken from the top, middle and bottom of
the tanks. A 9:30 p.m. sample of the "2A" EDG fuel oil day tank was
found unacceptable in its water content. The licensee drew off 400
gallons of oil containing water and sludge from the bottom of the
tank, refilled tlie tank w:th new fuel oil and resampled it using the

L
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same procedure described above. The 24 hour period of 'SR 4.0.3 '

expired;at 11:09 a.m. on August 16. By this time the fuel oil in the
-

14 EDG' seven day tanks had been sampled and passed the water and '

| viscosity _ tests. However, the sediment test, which takes 16 hours,
was not completed until 2:51 p.m. on August 16. |

At 11:09 a.m. , the plant also entered TS 3.8.1.1.0 and 3.0.5, which *
s.

| require that 2 of the 4 EDGs be restored to operability within 2
hours (1:09 p.m.) or the plant must be in hot standby within theL

j following 6 hours (7:09 p.m. ). The licensee informed the NRC
,

,

Resident Inspector and asked the Associate Director for Special
Projects, NRR, for a waiver on these TS time limits.,

The licensee terminated the. unusual event at 2:51 p.m. sfter the EDGo

; fuel oil passed its tests. The plant remained at 100% power, and had
been granted regulatory relief by the NRC. The waiver was never '

formally issued because it was . no longer needed. Management
. involvement in this plant activity was thorough and appropriate.

,

At 11:29 a.m. on August 16, 1989 the licensee made its ENS report for
h the entry into an emergency classification. During this call the STA !

reporting for TVA stated that all the tests for water and sediment
"

had passed the requirements, and that the EDG's had not been proven j
to be inoperable based on any test results. He further stated that ;
they wue only called inoperable until they could complete the '

surveillance testing.s

This led the NRC duty officer to believe that the only problem was a
missed surveillance with no technical issue. In fact, one of the
tanks for EDG 2A-A had failed its original water content test, and '

corrective action had to be taken to correct the problem. The
resident inspector corrected this misconception at the end of the
call. '

1'

This is the second example of an ENS call that was technically
incomplete. The previous example was described in IFI 327,
328/89-19-06. Although the significance of the omission of data in

,

'

the August 16, 1989 phone call was mitigated by the fact that TVA -

supplied the information to the resident inspectors and NRC managers
onsite, the NRC is concerned that information necessary to evaluate
the. significance of a plant problem was not nrovided to the NRC
Operations Center. The fact that the first samples indicated
problems with fuel oil quality is germane to the evaluation of the
issue. This type of information could be significant to actions
taken by the NRC in response to a 50.72 notification, particularly
in regard to notifications to other licensees of potential problems.

10 CFR 50.9 requires that information provided to the Commission by a
licensee be complete and accurate in all material respects. 10 CFR
50.72 (a)(1)(1) requires that, each nuclear power plant reactor
licensee licensed under 50.21(b) or 50.22 of this part shall notify

,

.,
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' ~ the NRC Operations Center via the Emergency Notification System of
the declaration of any of. the Emergency Classes specified in the >

licensee's approved Emergency Plan. These two 50.72 reports are
,

' indicative of inattention to detail on the part of the operations .

personnel making the 50.72 notifications. Operations management f

D should emphasize to the personnel making the ENS notifications the '

importance of providing complete and accurate information. This item
will be tracked as IFI 327, 328/89-21-03, ENS Phone Call. The
concerns. identified in IFI 327,328/89<19-06 will be incorporated *

into the new IFI. IFI 327,328/89-19-06 is considered closed,

b.- On August 18, 1989 the unit operator noted that the IA-A Centrifugal
Charging Pump was having difficulty maintaining pressurizer level and '

that the pressurizer level control valve 1-LCV-62-93 was f ully open.
The operator changed on-line pumps from the IA-A pump to the IB-B

, pump. Pressurizer level returned to the program level and<

;

1-LCV-62-93 was throttled to mid position. WR's were initiated to
investigate and repair the problem.

As a followup to the above plant condition the inspector discussed
the testing of,the charging pumps. Initially, the systers engineer
stated that TS surveillance requirements were met, and that system
parameters did not indicate a problem that would affect the ECCS ,

function' of the pumps. Lipon further investigation, some questions
arose. On-August 25, 1989 the issue was escalated to management for
review and the following contingency WR's were written:

,

B 282334 - Disassemble and repair the 1B-8 CCP discharge '

check valve.
'

B 268797 - Disassemble ana repair the IA-A CCP discharge
valve.

B 268795 - Rebuild the IA-A CCP.

B 268796 - Disassemble and repair the 1A-A CCP suction
valve.

B 252102 - Check calibration of the IA-A CCP Oil pressure
indicator.

On August 26, 1989 the licensee decided to perform three checks of
the system. Check number one was to place the 1A-A CCP in service
and to close the discharge valve of the IB-B pump. This verified
that the IB-B pump was not leaking backwards causing a reduction of
the IA-A pump flow.

Check number two was to run a two point pump curve, utilizing SI-40.
This test showed that the 1A-A pump was still as strong as during its ,

last surveillance test. Finally, the licensee opened the 1-FCV-62-93
fully with the IB-B pump running to determine the difference in flow
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I rates. Because of the characteristics of the valve the difference in
'

flow rates between half open and fully opened was only about six gpm. -

This proved that the problem was a system problem and not a pump
problem; the IA-A pump being only slightly less strong than the 18-B
pump.

,

following this testing the licensee determined that the on-line
letdown orifice had been eroded and was passing approximately 90 gpm. :

The design flow for this orifice is 75 gpm. Tne orifice was taken
off-line and a second letdown orifice put on in its place. This ;

orifice allowed a 60 gpm letdown and both pumps could easily maintain
pressurizer level.

The licensee determined that there wete no operability problems based
nn fhe following iters:

The letdown orifices are part of the plant CVCS system, s.ot-

the ECCS safety system, lhese orifices are isolt.ted an an
accident signal.

Two orifices are still available for unit operations. The-

one that was placed on-line and a smaller one designed for
45 gpm letdown. This has been proven to maintain plant
chemistry.

The IA-A pump, although siightly weaker than the 18-B pump,-

meets the requirements of technical specifications, ASME
and the ECCS requirements of 10CFR50.

The licensee cancelled all the WR's listed above with the exception
of WR #8 268795 to rebuild the 1A-A CCP. This item was planned and
is now available for work and management is evaluating when and'if it|

is advantageous to rebuild this pump.

10. Implementing Procedures for TS Action Statements

The inspector reviewed TS Action Statements to determine if plant events
similar to those described in URI 327,328/89-19-08 could exist. In that
event, which occurred on July 22, 1989, the power range channel N43 on
Unit 1 f ailed. TS 3.3.1.1 was entered. Action statement 2 of TS 3.3.1.1 -

allows power operations to continue provided four criteria are met. One
of the criteria (2c) states that the operator was to restrict thermal
power to less than or equal to 75% and reduce the power range high flur.
trip setpoint to less than or equal to 85% within four hours, or perform a
quadrant power tilt ratio measurement and verify the results utilizing the
incore flux probes within 12 hours. The licensee did not have an
approved procedure for reducing the power range high flux trip setpoints
to 85 percent.
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The licensee was requested to perform a review of these type action
statements at the exit for NRC inspection 327,328/89-19. The licensee
declined to commit to the review and stated that there was no evidence of
a programmatic problem.

Following this discussion with the licenseu, the inspector identified five
additional examples to the licensee. The licensee subsequently performed
a review and determined that approximately 18 action statements did not
have implementing procedures and approximately 25 potential TS
enhancements existed. Included in their review were the action statements
that the inspector identified below.

3.1.1.2 - Adequate direction exists to implement TS compliance.

3.1.1.3 - This action statement is implemented by RTI-4, TI-42,
SI-139. TI-28 s

3.1.3.1.C.3.a - Current plant procedures do not exist to comply with
,

this action statement that requires the licensee to perform a study.
The licensee may necessarily have to request assistance from
Westinghouse which could result in a condition where regulatory
discretion could be requested to complete the required analysis.

3.1.3.1.C.3.d - The licensee does not have current plant procedures
that direct operator activity when plant conditions exist that are
similar to those described in URI 327,328/89-19-08, and allowed for
normal operation by TS 3.3.1.1 table 3.3-1.

3.1.3.2 - This action statement is implemented by SI-213.

3.1.3.4 - Adequate direction exists to implement TS compliance.

3.7.1.a.2 - The licensee does not have current plant proctdures that
direct the operator activity when plant conditions exist that were
similar to those described in URI 327,328/89-19-08, and allowed for
no. mal operation by TS 3.3.1.1 tabic 3.3-1.

3.2.2.a The licensee does not have current plant procedures that-

direct the operator activity when plant conditions exist that were
similar to those described in URI 327,328/89-19-08, and allowed for
normal operation by TS 3.3.1.1 table 3.3-1.

3.2.3.a.2 - The licensee does not have current plant procedures that
direct the operator activity when plant conditions exist that were
similar t,o those described in URI 327,328/89-19-08, and allowed for
normal operation by TS 3.3.1.1 table 3.3-1.
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The licensee was not aware of the total number of TS Action Statements
. lacking implementino procedures or their potential impact on plant
operations. In addition, there was no indication that management had
identified those action statements that they had decided not to utilize.;

i The licensee initiated its study of this issue only after the resident
;. inspectors began to review and have similar concerns about other TS
L. . Action Statements. Pending further NRC review, URI 327, 328/89-19-08

will remain open.'

$ 11. Engineered Safety Feature System Walkd'own (71710)
'

The inspector performed a detailed walkdown of accessible portions of the
[ Unit 1 RHR system. The following documents were reviewed:

- Drawing CCD 1,2-47W810-1, revision 6
!
' - S0I 63-1D, Residual Heat Removal Pumps'

- WR B224768, Boric Acid Buildup

- WR B 257607, Boric Acid Leak Between Valve 74-31 Flange

As a result of this walkdown, the following observations were made:

- Temperature element TE 74-19 is shown on the drawing for the B RHR pump
but is not installed in the plant. The corresponding train A tempera-*

ture element, TE 74-7 for the A RHR pump, was installed in the plant.

- Both RHR pump shafts have.visitile scrapes and marks.

- Several valves have missing tag;, (eg. 74-514,74-521) and do not have
outstanding tag requests placed on the valve.

,

I

- The normal position of Valves 74-517, and 522 indicate closed on system
drawing and indicate open on the SOI.

!
- The B RHR pump lantern ring is corroded. ;

- On drawing 47W810-1, train B valve 74-522 does not indicate proper
orientation to valves 74-527 and 74-523. Likewise, on train A, |

Valve 74-524 does not indicate proper orientation to valves 74-526 and i
74-528.

- The B CS Heat Exchanger has a corroded and leaking main body flange.
, ,

|
i
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The licensee was not aware of the total number of TS Action Statements
lacking implementing procedures or their potential impact on plant'
operations. In addition, there was no indication that management had
identified those action statements that they had dec.'Jed reot to utilize.
The licensee initiated its study of this issue only after the resident,

7 inspectors began to review and have similar concert 7 about other TS
.

3 Action Statements. Pending further NRC review, URI 327, 328/89-19-08
will remain open.

11. Engineered Safety Feature System Walkdown (71710)
,

The inspector performed a detailed walkdown of accessible pcrtions of the
Unit 1 RHR system. The following docuc.ents were reviewed:

- Drawing CCD l'.2-47W810-1, revision 6 .

- S0I 63-10, Resic'ual Heat Removal Pumps
>

WR B224768, Boric Acid Buildup

- WR B 257607, Boric Acid Leak Between Valve 74-31 Flange

As a result of this walkdown, the following observations were made:

- Temperature element TE 74-19 is shown on the drawing for the 8 RHR pump
but is.not installed in the plant. The corresponding train A tempera-
ture. element TE 74-7 for the A RHR pump, was int.talled in the plant. '

- Both RHR pump shafts have visible scrapes and marks.

- RHR= pump room cooler 1-CLR-030-176 appears to have duct tape holding
the' air flow vanes into position.

.

- Several valves have missing tags (eg. 74-514,74-521) and do not have
outstanding tag requests placed on the valve.

--The normal position of Valves 74-517, and 522 indicate closed on system i

drawing and indicate open on the 501.

- The B RHR pump lentern ring is corroded.

- On drawing 47W810-1, train B valve 74-522 does not indicate proper
crientation to valves 74-527 and 74-523. Likewise,.on train A,
Valve 74-524 does not indicate proper orientation to valves 74-526 and
74-528.

- The B CS Heat Exchanger has a corroded and leaking main body flange.
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- The B RHR pump heat exchanger is in poor material condition, with small |
1eaks, boron crystals, rust, and needing paint, ,

- Valve operator for 1-FCV-74-16 had open conduit on opposite side of the '

room, and there was duct tape on several points of the conduit. |
- Valve 1-FCV-74-538 was missing an identification tag. *

- Valve 1-FCV-74-32 has a flexible conduit connection that is loose.
2.

- Drawing 47W810-1 shows a bonnet to main line leakoff that doas not
exist in the plant.

,

- Flow transmitter root line downstream of 1-FCV-63-337A has a bolt
missing on one hanger.

Althougn lengthy-and. in need of attention, the above list is of items that
.'are minor in nature and do not, in the judgement of the inspector, affect

the ' operability of the RHR/ Low Head Safety Injection System. The
inspector had no further questions.

12. Complex Surveillance (61701)
'

The inspector witnessed portions of the licensee's performance of SI-126,
Hot" Channel Factor Determination. The procedure involved the verification
that' Unit 1 was operating within the requirements of.TS LCO 3.2.2 for Heat
Flux Hot Channel Factor-FQ(Z), 3.2.3 for the combination of RCS Flowrate
and Operating Regions R-1 and R-2, and for the Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel
Factor. FN delta H. The performance of the procedure included a full-core
flux map by the incore flux mapping system, the results of which were used
to collect the necessary data for the verifications. The data collected
was also used to cross-calibrate the excore flux detector power ranges
with' the incore system. The cross calibration requires axial flux
differences (AFD) of approximately 10% to be established to provide enough
data points' for the AFD. component of the cross-calibration routine. The
requisite AFD was established by diluting the RCS and allowing the control
rods to step into the core, causing the flux to be displaced axially to
the lower part of'the core.

.
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All' prercquisites for the surveillance were met, qualifications of the
personnel involved ' were controlled and acceptable, and appropriate
procedure revisions and test equipment qualifications were used.- The test
results were reviewed in depth by the inspector and were deemed acceptable
with no unresolved deficiencies. All results involving both test end TS
acceptance criteria were met. Although several incore positions were '

plugged and therefore inaccessible, er.ough alternate locations were
available to meet minimum (at least 75% of total locations and two"

detector locations per core quadrant) requirements for the incore runs.
.The incore/excore data was well within the acceptable range and required
no adjustments of either the excore values or of the AFD limits. The
licensee did adjust the Quadrant Power Tilt alarm using the collected
dhta, as provided for in the procedure.

The inspector had no further questions.

13. Operator Licenses

. An NRC audit of the Sequoyah licensed operator docket files at the Region< ,

II office was conducted in July 1989. By NRC request, the licensee
submitted a list of. active licensed operators. A regional operator
licensing examiner noted that two licenses had been terminated by Sequoyah
management . due to termination of the employees. These licenses were
terminated on May 13, 1988 and July 29, 1908. In accordance with
10 CFR 50.74(a) and (b), the licensee is required to notify the NRC within
30 days of| terniination of any operator or senior operator. The notifica-
tion of the license terminations was made after prompting by the regional|

I office. The examiner discussed this issue with the licensee and deter-
'

mined that' the licensee had revised OMP-7.1.4, Operator License Exams and
Renewals, to assure that these requirements are met in the future. This
corrective action was considered adequate. This violation is not being
cited because the criteria specified in Section V.G. of the Enforcement

' Policy were satisfied. This is identified as NCV 327,328/89-21-04,
Failure to Make Reports in Accordance with 10 CFR 50.74, and is considered ,.

closed.i

14. Welding Qualifications

On January 2, 1989, the inspectors performed a review of welder
qualifications to determine if supervisors and others were adequately
maintaining their welding qualifications. The inspectors selected eight

' people from a list made available by the licensee. Three of these people
were interviewed. Each of the personnel had either maintained welding
qualification through continuing performance or had let their
qual N' cation lapse because qualification was not a necessary part of
theii iob. The inspectors identified no cases where qualifications were
inappropriately maintained or delinquent.

.

.
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15. Leaking Adhesive Containers

On July 20, 1988, the inspectors became aware of several adhesive
.

containers located on Flat Top Mountain, near Ledford road in Soddy Daisy. !
P

This problem wts discussed with the Site Director (H. Abercrombie) and he .i
had the attached shipping documents examined. The cans of adhesive were [included in a lot sold for salvage by TVA. The Site Director's office
notified the Hamilton County Health Department on July 20, 1988. However, ',
because the material was sold by TVA, the licensee maintained that it had '

,no ' legal ties to the waste. The appropriate information necessary to
. trace the person that had purchased the adhesive was supplied to the (! Hamilton County Health Department the following work day. The inspector

'

reviewed color photographs of the area, a radiological survey map of the
waste, and a manufacturer's description of the adhesive. The inspector
concluded that there was no radiological impact on the health and safety
of the public. The adhesive contents list did not indicate that it
contained asbestos. .The adhesive was thick ir, nature, limiting its
spread. It was not on owner controlled property and it is considered a >

Hamilton County refuse disposal issue. The inspector had no further
questions.

,

16. IEB 79-18, Audibility Problems Encountered on Evacuation of Per:i,onnel From
High Noise Areas ;

r

The inspectors reviewed IEB 79-18, NRC inspection reports 327,328/87-10,
86-03, 85-41, 84-15, 83-13, 82-13, and an associated Employee Concern
Program (ECP) report ECP-87-SQ-052-01. The inspectors determined that no
outstanding items exist, all IFIs were closed in inspection reports and

:IEB 79-18 is closed. The ECP had a concern that was similar to although ;

not covered by IEB 79-18. This similar concern addressed an alarm in an
' Auxiliary Building elevator. In fact, this particular elevator does not
and is not required to' have a separate alarm. Personnel within the
elevator must be able to hear the Auxiliary Building alarms when they
occupy the elevator. This was addressed as part of the IEB. The
inspector had no further questions.

17. Exit Interview (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on September 8,1989,
and on September 21, 1989 with those persons indicated in paragraph 1.
The Senior Resident Inspector described the areas inspected and discussed
in detail the inspection findings listed below and the additional
weaknesses identified in this report. The licensee acknowledged the
inspection findings and did not identify as proprietary any of the
material reviewed by the inspectors during the inspection.

Inspection findings:

One Violation, one Non-Cited Violation and two Inspector Followup Items
L were identified,
i'

|

|
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i VIO 327,328/89-21-01, Failure to Implement Procedures (two examples),
[; paragraphs 2f and 4b.
!

I IFI 327,327/89-21-02, Contro'11ed Reassembly and Post Maintenance
tJ Tests, paragraph 2f.

L IFI 327,328/89-21-00, ENS Telephone Report, paragraph 9a
FE

'

NCV 327,328/89-21-04, Failure to Make Reports in Accordance with
10CFR50.74, paragraph 13.

f During the exit meeting on September 8,1989, the licensee made a commit-
D ment to correct a technical error in LER 327/88-028. 'he licensee

disagreed with- the inspector's finding in regard to th' cNS notification
D report. In addition, the licensee stated that an NRC Management Meeting
L would be requested to discuss NRC Inspection Reports 327,328/89-13 and 21.

<r

During the exit meeting on September 21, 1989, the licensee disagreed i

that any weakness or Insensitivity existed on the part of management with !
respect to any safety issues. The licensee stated that when safety issues '

are brought to management's attention they are promptly addressea.

During the reporting period, frequent discussions were held with the Site'

Director, Plant Manager and other man 9gers concerning inspection
findings. Licensee management was informed of the status of the items
listed in paragraphs 7 and 8 during the exit interview,

L 18. List of Acronyms and Initialisms

ABGTS '- Auxiliary Building Gas Treatment System
ABI .- Auxiliary Building Isolation
ABSCE Auxiliary Building Secondary Containment Enclosure-

AFW Auxiliary Feedwater
AI Administrative Instruction i!

'' Abnormal Operating Instruction !A01 -
,

Auxiliary Unit OperatorAVO -

Assistant Shift Operating Supervisor'A505 -

Anerican Society of Testing and Materials jASTM -

Boron Injection Tank jBIT -

BFN Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant i
-

Control and Auxiliary Buildings |C&A -

Conditions Adverse to Quality ReportCAQR -

Component Cooling Water SystemCCS -

Centrifugal Charging PumpCCP -

Corporate Commitment Tracking System jCCTS -

Code of Federal Regulations iCFR -

Cold Overpressure Protection SystemCOPS i-

Containment Spray iCS -

Critical Structures, Systems and ComponentsCSSC -

Chemical and Volume Control SystemCVCS -
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| CVI Containment Ventilation Isolation |-

'' '"
DC Direct Current-

; DCN Design Change Notice |
-

DG Diesel Generator-

t DNE Division of Nuclear Engineering-

[ ECN Engineering Change Notice-

"
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System-

EDG Emergency Diesel Generator-

EI Emergency Instructions-

g' '
ENS Emergency Notification System-

E0P Emergency Operating Procedure-

E0 Emergency Operating Instruction-

ERCW Essential Raw Cooling Water-
,

ESF Engineered Safety Feature-

FCV Flow Control Valve-

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report-

GDC General Design Criteria-

G01 General Operating Instruction-

GL Generic Letter-

Heating Ventilation and Air ConditioningHVAC -

HIC Hand-operated Indicating Controller-

H0 Hold Order-
3

HP Health Physics-

ICF Instruction Change Form-

IDI Independent Design Inspection--

IN . NRC Information Notice-

IFI Inspector Followup Item-

IM Instrument Maintenance-

IMI Instrument Maintenance Instruction-

IR Inspection Report-

KVA Kilovolt-Amp-

KilowattKW -

KV Kilovolt-

LER Licensee Event Report-

LC0 Limiting Condition for Operation-

LIV Licensee Identified Violation-

LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident-

M&AI Modifications and Additions Instruction-

MCR Main Control Room-

MI Maintenance Instruction-

Maintenance ReportMR -

MSIV Main Steam Isolation Valve-

NB NRC Bulletin-

Notice of ViolationNOV -

NQAM Nuclear QJality Assurance Manual-

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

OSLA Operations Section Letter - Administrative-

OSLT Operations Section Letter - Training-

OSP Office of Special Projects-

: PLS Precautions, Limitations, and Setpoints-

.
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PM . Prev 9ntive Maintenance
! PPM- Parts Per Million-

L PMT Post Modification Test-

POPC Piant Operations Review Committee-
t. ;
f P0RS Plant Operation Review Staff-

[ PRO. Potentially Reportable Occurrence-

'

QA Quality Assurance-

QC Quality Control-

RCDT Reactor Coolant Drain Tank-

RCP Reactor. Coolant Pump-

; '<
'

RCS Reactor-Coolant System-

RG Regulatory Guide ;-

i- -RHR. Residual Heat Removal-

RM Radiation Monitor '-
r
L RO Reactor Operator-

RPI Rod Position Indication-

RPM Revolutions Per Minute-

RTD Resistivity Temperature Device Detector-

RWP Radiation Work Permit-

'
RWST Refueling Water Storage Tank-

SER Safety Evaluation Report-

SG Steam Generator-

SI Surveillance Instruction-

SMI Special Maintenance Instruction-

501 System Operating Instructions-

SOS Shift Operating Supervisor-

SQM Sequoyah Standard Practice Maintenance-

SQRT Seismic Qualification Review Team-

SR Surveillance Requirement:-

SR0 < . Senior Reactor Operator
SS0MI ' Safety Systems Outage Modification Inspection-

SSQE Safety System Quality Evaluation-

SSPS Solid State Protection System '-

STA ' - Shift Technical Advisor
STI Special-Test Instruction-

TACF Temporary Alteration Control Form-

TAVE Average Reactor Coolant Temperature-

TDAFW Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater-

TI Technical Instruction-

TREF Reference Temperature-

TROI Tracking Open Items-

TS Technical Specifications- '

TVA Tennessee Valley Authority-

UHI Upper Head Injection-

U0 Unit Operator-

URI Unresolved Item-

USQD Unreviewed Safety Question Determination-
i

i VDC - Volts Direct Current
VAC Volts Alternating Current-

WCG Work Control Group-

WP Work Plan-

i WR Work Request-

;

'
_


